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TORIC FIBER PRODUCTS VERSUS SEGRE PRODUCTS
THOMAS KAHLE AND JOHANNES RAUH
Abstract. The toric fiber product is an operation that combines two ideals that are
homogeneous with respect to a grading by an affine monoid. The Segre product is a
related construction that combines two multigraded rings. The quotient ring by a toric
fiber product of two ideals is a subring of the Segre product, but in general this inclusion
is strict. We contrast the two constructions and show that any Segre product can be
presented as a toric fiber product without changing the involved quotient rings. This
allows to apply previous results about toric fiber products to the study of Segre products.
We give criteria for the Segre product of two affine toric varieties to be dense in their
toric fiber product, and for the map from the Segre product to the toric fiber product
to be finite. We give an example that shows that the quotient ring of a toric fiber
product of normal ideals need not be normal. In rings with Veronese type gradings, we
find examples of toric fiber products that are always Segre products, and we show that
iterated toric fiber products of Veronese ideals over Veronese rings are normal.
1. Introduction
For each positive integer d let [d] := {1, . . . , d}. Let A be a vector configuration
of d integer vectors a1, . . . , ad ∈ Zh, for some h > 0. Denote by NA the affine monoid
generated by A. The codimension of A is codim(A) = h−dim(NA). It is often convenient
to think of A as an (h×d)-matrix, with columns indexed by α ∈ [d]. Therefore, the lattice
kerZA := {c ∈ Zd :
∑d
α=1 cαaα = 0} is called the integer kernel of A. With this notation
codim(A) = dim(kerZ(A)).
The following condition on the matrix A has many nice implications and often appears
in applications; nevertheless we do not impose it throughout:
(∗) The vectors A lie in an affine hyperplane that does not pass through the origin.
If A is interpreted as a matrix, then (∗) is satisfied if and only if the row space of A
contains the vector (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Conventions. When working with many indices we use simple superscripts to denote
some of them. Throughout the paper xα stands for a variable with superscript index α.
The square of a variable with α = 1, for instance, is denoted by (x1)2. In this paper all
tensor products ⊗ are tensor products over the ground field K.
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2 THOMAS KAHLE AND JOHANNES RAUH
For each α ∈ [d] let dα, d′α ≥ 0 be non-negative integers. Consider the polynomial rings
K[x] = K[xαβ : α ∈ [d], β ∈ [dα]]
K[y] = K[yαγ : α ∈ [d], γ ∈ [d′α]] ,
where K is a field. Define an NA-grading on K[x] and K[y] via deg(xαβ) = deg(yαγ ) = aα.
If (∗) is satisfied, then every NA-homogeneous ideal is also homogeneous with respect to
the total N-grading under which every variable xαβ , yαγ has degree one.
Consider an additional ring K[z] = K[zαβ,γ : α ∈ [d], β ∈ [dα], γ ∈ [d′α]] with grading
deg(zαβ,γ) = aα, and let φS : K[z] → K[x] ⊗ K[y] be the ring homomorphism defined by
φS(z
α
β,γ) = x
α
β ⊗ yαγ . If d = 1, then φS describes the Segre embedding
Pd1−1K× Pd′1−1K ↪→ Pd1d′1−1K.
In general, φS describes a product of d Segre embeddings.
Let I ⊆ K[x] and J ⊆ K[y] be two NA-homogeneous ideals, and denote by
piI : K[x]→ R := K[x]/I
piJ : K[y]→ S := K[y]/J
the canonical projections. Their tensor product as K-algebra homomorphisms is piI⊗piJ :
K[x] ⊗ K[y] → R ⊗ S. The images of xαβ and yαγ are piI(xαβ) = xαβ and piJ(yαγ ) = yαγ and
the image of xαβ ⊗ yαγ ∈ K[x]⊗K[y] under piI ⊗ piJ is xαβ ⊗ yαγ .
Definition 1. The toric fiber product of I and J is the ideal I×AJ := ker((piI⊗piJ)◦φS).
Definition 2. The (multigraded) Segre product of R and S is R#NAS :=
∑
a∈NARa⊗Sa.
The toric fiber product was first defined in [8] as a unifying generalization of different
constructions of algebraic statistics. Further progress was made in [6]. The multigraded
Segre product is a generalization of the construction that is used to present the product
of projective varieties as a projective variety. Definition 2 appered in [6] but the multi-
graded generalization is natural, and (a variant) appears already in the work of Chow [4].
Recent interest in this construction comes from the study of generators of phylogenetic
semigroups [2]. In the following we omit the attribute multigraded.
The Segre product is a product of rings. Whenever R ∼= R′ and S ∼= S ′, then R#NAS ∼=
R′#NA S ′. In constrast, the toric fiber product is a product of ideals and depends on the
chosen presentations. If R = K[x]/I and S = K[y]/J , then K[z]/(I ×A J) depends on
choices made in the presentation, as the next Example 3 shows. One aim of this paper is
to make some of the more subtle consequences of this fact explicit.
Example 3. Let A = (1, . . . , 1) and dα = 1 = d′α for all α ∈ [d]. In this case, K[x] ∼=
K[y] ∼= K[z]. If I ⊂ K[x] and J ⊂ K[y] are monomial ideals, then their toric fiber product
is just their sum after variable substitution. With d = 2 consider the ideals
I1 = 〈x1〉, I2 = 〈x2〉, J = 〈y1〉.
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Then the three rings
R1 := K[x1, x2]/I1, R2 := K[x1, x2]/I2, S := K[y1, y2]/J
are all isomorphic (as NA-graded rings) to a polynomial ring with a single variable of
degree one. Now I1 ×A J ∼= 〈z1〉, and so K[z]/(I1 ×A J) ∼= R1. On the other hand,
I2 ×A J ∼= 〈z1, z2〉, and so K[z]/(I2 ×A J) ∼= K. The Segre product is R1 #NA S ∼=
R2 #NA S ∼= K[z]/(I1 ×A J).
One could define a “toric fiber product” of K-algebras R, S with homogeneous gener-
ating sets {xαβ} ⊂ R and {yαγ } ⊂ S as the subring of R #NA S generated by the images
xαβ ⊗ yαγ of xαβ ⊗ yαγ . With a suitable choice of the generating sets, it is possible to present
the Segre product as the quotient ring of such a product (Proposition 9). As it turns out,
every Segre product R #NA S of NA-graded affine rings contains a family of toric fiber
products corresponding to presentations of R and S as quotients of polynomial rings.
The Segre product itself is also of this form.
Example 3 also shows that the toric fiber product depends implicitly on the choice
of the vector configuration A ⊂ NA; most notably in the case where multiple identical
vectors are allowed. Lemma 8 shows that the situation is slightly better if (∗) is satisfied.
The Segre product of two affine rings is again an affine ring (Section 2). A particular
finite generating set is given in Proposition 5. Any such presentation of R #NA S as a
quotient of some polynomial ring defines an ideal. In Section 3 we compare this ideal to
the toric fiber product of ideals presenting R and S, and we show that the corresponding
quotient rings form a partially ordered set with maximal element R#NAS. In some cases
(Sections 5 and 6.1) the relations presenting R #NA S can be found explicitly.
If A is fixed, then one can take iterated toric fiber products or Segre products. In
Section 4 we show that the toric ideal of A equals the neutral element with respect to
both the toric fiber product and the Segre product. Consequently the set of NA-graded
rings forms a monoid under each of the operations. Section 5 is dedicated to the case
of toric ideals and affine monoid rings. Section 6 collects examples that illustrate our
results.
2. Generators of the Segre product
The Segre product of affine K-algebras is again an affine K-algebra. This follows since
the Segre product can be described as the coordinate ring of a quotient of SpecR×SpecS
by an algebraic torus action, see [6]. In the following we explicitly describe a finite set of
generators.
The map piI ⊗ piJ is homogeneous and surjective, and so Ra ⊗ Sa is a homomorphic
image of K[x]a ⊗ K[y]a. For arbitrary multiindices α = (α1, . . . , αn), α′ = (α′1, . . . , α′m),
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β = (β1, . . . , βn) and γ = (γ1, . . . , γm) with βi ∈ [dαi ] and γj ∈ [d′α′j ] let
Mα,α
′
β,γ =
( n∏
i=1
xαiβi
)
⊗
( m∏
j=1
y
α′j
γj
)
,
Any element of K[x]a ⊗ K[y]a is a sum of monomials of the form Mα,α′β,γ , where the
multiindices α,α′ are such that the vector c˜ =
∑n
i=1 eαi −
∑m
j=1 eα′j belongs to the kernel
of A. If n = m = 1 and α1 = α′1 = α, then Mα,αβ,γ = xαβ ⊗ yαγ is a simple monomial.
The image M
α,α
β,γ of M
α,α
β,γ under piI ⊗ piJ is a simple generator. Observe that if the ring
K[z]/(I ×A J) is identified with its image as a subring of R ⊗ S, then it is generated by
the simple generators. The following definition is needed to find generators of R #NA S:
Definition 4. The Graver basis G of kerZA is the unique minimal subset of kerZA such
that any c ∈ kerZA has a finite sign-consistent representation c =
∑
i gi with gi ∈ G.
Here, sign-consistency means that (gi)αcα ≥ 0 for all i and α ∈ [d].
Graver bases exist and are unique, because they consist exactly of the primitive vectors
in kerZA (see [7, Chapter 7]). Graver bases are of fundamental importance in integer
optimization [5, Part II]. Let G be the Graver basis of kerZA, and let g ∈ G. Write
g =
∑n
i=1 eαi−
∑m
j=1 eα′j as an integral combination of unit vectors, where n =
∑
α:gα>0
|gα|
and m =
∑
α:gα<0
|gα|, and let α = (α1, . . . , αn) and α′ = (α′1, . . . , α′m). This decom-
position is unique under the assumption that αi ≤ αi+1 and α′j ≤ α′j+1. For each
i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . ,m let βi ∈ [dαi ] and γj ∈ [d′αj ]. Then we call β = (β1, . . . , βn),
γ = (γ1, . . . , γm) a pair of Graver index sequences of g. For an arbitrary pair of Graver
index sequences β and γ we call M gβ,γ := M
α,α′
β,γ a Graver monomial. The image
M
g
β,γ = piI ⊗ piJ(M gβ,γ) is a Graver generator.
Proposition 5. The Segre product R #NA S is generated, as a K-algebra, by the simple
generators and the Graver generators.
Proof. Since G ⊂ kerZA, every Graver generator belongs to R#NA S. It suffices to show
that any monomial of the form Mα,α
′
β,γ , where c˜ =
∑n
i=1 eαi −
∑m
j=1 eα′j belongs to the
kernel of A, is a product of simple monomials and Graver monomials. If the intersection
α ∩ α′ is not empty, say α ∩ α′ = (α1, . . . , αr) = (α′1, . . . , α′r) (as an intersection of
multisets), then we can factor out a product of simple monomials and write
Mα,α
′
β,γ =
r∏
i=1
(xαiβi ⊗ yαiγi ) ·M
(αr+1,...,αn),(α′r+1,...,α
′
m)
(βr+1,...,βn),(γr+1,...,γm)
.
Hence, we may assume {αi} ∩ {α′j} = ∅. It suffices to show that all such monomials can
be expressed as products of Graver monomials. Since c˜ lies in the kernel of A, it can be
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written as a sign-consistent sum c˜ =
∑t
s=1 gs of elements gs ∈ G. Reorder the indices αi
and α′j such that gs =
∑ns
i=ns−1+1 eαi −
∑ms
j=ms−1+1 eα′j . Then
Mα,α
′
β,γ =
t∏
s=1
M
(αns−1+1,...,αns ),(α
′
ms−1+1,...,α
′
ms
)
(βns−1+1,...,βns ),(γms−1+1,...,γms )
,
where the right hand side is a product of Graver monomials. 
If I = 0 and J = 0, then the generating set of R #NA S presented in Proposition 5 is
minimal. Otherwise, the relations in I and J may allow to express some generators in
terms of the other generators.
Example 6. Let d = 3, A = (1, 1, 1), and consider the rings R = K[x1, x2, x3]/〈x1〉 and
S = K[y1, y2, y3]/〈y1y3〉. The Graver basis of kerZA consists of eα1 − eα2 for all α1 6= α2.
According to Proposition 5, the Segre product R #NA S is isomorphic to
K[z11, z22, z33, z12, z13, z21, z23, z31, z32]/K
for some ideal K. Here, zαβ is a simple generator if α = β and a Graver generator
if α 6= β. Using properties of the tensor product, it is not difficult to see that
K = 〈z1β, z2βz3β′ − z2β′z3β, zα1zα′3 : β, β′ ∈ {1, 2, 3}, α, α′ ∈ {2, 3}〉.
3. Relations between toric fiber products and Segre products
There are many relations between toric fiber products and Segre products. First,
Proposition 5 implies the following result from [6]:
Lemma 7. There is a canonical injective homomorphism K[z]/(I ×A J)→ R #NA S. If
codim(A) = 0, then K[z]/(I ×A J) ∼= R #NA S.
Proof. K[z]/(I×A J) is isomorphic to the subalgebra of R#NA S generated by the simple
generators. If codim(A) = 0, then there are no Graver generators and R #NA S is
generated by the simple generators. 
Under assumptions on A the toric fiber product can be computed from the Segre
product:
Lemma 8. Assume (∗) and that all elements of A are pair-wise different. K[z]/(I×A J)
is the subring of R #NA S generated by
∑
a∈ARa ⊗ Sa. In other words, K[z]/(I ×A J) is
the subring of R #NA S generated by all elements of total degree one.
Proof. If (∗) holds, then I, J are homogeneous with respect to the total grading, under
which each variable xαβ , y
α
γ has degree one. The variables z
α
β,γ also have degree one, and
hence K[z]/(I ×A J) is generated in total degree one. Moreover, any element of total
degree one in K[x]⊗K[y] is a sum of monomials of the form xαβ ⊗ yαγ , and therefore each
element of R #NA S of total degree one lies in K[z]/(I ×A J). 
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If (∗) is not imposed, then any Segre product is a quotient of a toric fiber product
(Proposition 9). However, not every toric fiber product is a Segre product. As shown
in [6], the Segre product of two integrally closed rings is integrally closed, but toric fiber
products of normal ideals are not necessarily normal, see Section 6.2.
Proposition 9. For any Segre product R#NAS there are a matrix A′ with NA′ = NA and
two NA′-homogeneous ideals I ′ ⊆ K[x′] and J ′ ⊆ K[y′] in NA′-graded rings K[x′],K[y′]
such that
K[x′]/I ′ ∼= R, K[y′]/J ′ ∼= S,
R #NA S ∼= K[z′]/(I ′ ×A J ′).
Proof. Let G be the Graver basis of A. Let K[x, u] = K[x][ugβ] and K[y, v] = K[y][vgγ ]
be the ring extensions of K[x] and K[y] with one additional variable for each g ∈ G and
each pair of Graver index sequences β and γ. Moreover, let I ′ ⊆ K[x, u] be the ideal
generated by IK[x, u] and the relations ugβ −
∏n
i=1 x
αi
βi
. Similarly, let J ′ ⊆ K[y, v] be the
ideal generated by JK[y, v] and the relations vgγ −
∏m
j=1 y
α′j
γj . Then R ∼= R′ := K[x, u]/I ′
and S ∼= S ′ := K[y, v]/J ′.
For each g ∈ G let a′g =
∑
α:gα>0
cαaα, and let A′ = A ∪ {a′g : g ∈ G}. Then NA =
NA′, and the ideals I ′ and J ′ are homogeneous with respect to the NA′-grading that
extends the NA-grading of K[x] and K[y] via deg(ugβ) = deg(vgγ) = a′g. The claim is that
R#NAS ∼= K[z′]/(I ′×AJ ′). The natural injection K[x]⊗K[y]→ K[x, u]⊗K[y, v] induces
a map R⊗S → R′⊗S ′, which agrees with the isomorphism R⊗S ∼= R′⊗S ′ coming from
the isomorphisms R ∼= R′ and S ∼= S ′. Hence, we obtain an injection ι : R#NAS → R′⊗S ′
which (upon restriction to the image) equals the isomorphism ι : R#NA S
∼−→ R′ #NA′ S ′
of the two Segre products. To complete the proof it suffices to show that ι maps each
generator of R#NA S to a generator of K[z′]/(I ′ ×A J ′). Observe that ι maps the simple
generator M
α,α
β,γ ∈ R #NA S to the simple generator Mα,αβ,γ ∈ R′ #NA S ′, and the Graver
generator M
g
β,γ ∈ R #NA S is mapped to
M
g
β,γ =
n∏
i=1
xαiβi ⊗
m∏
j=1
y
α′j
γj = u
g
β ⊗ vgγ ,
which is a simple generator of R′ #NA S ′. 
In concrete instances the proof of Proposition 9 can be simplified by choosing a smaller
matrix A′ (Remark 17). The crucial point is to ensure that the image of ι be contained
in the set of simple generators. It suffices to check this for a minimal generating set.
To sum up, the situation is the following: Let L be an affine monoid, and let R, S be
L-graded affine rings. The Segre product R #L S is well-defined. Any choice of vector
configuration A with NA = L and any choice of homogeneous generating sets {xαβ} ⊂ R
and {yαγ } ⊂ S yields presentations R ∼= K[x]/I and S ∼= K[y]/J as quotients of polynomial
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rings. This data allows to construct a toric fiber product ring K[z]/(I ×A J). Each such
toric fiber product is a subring of the Segre product R #L S ∼= (K[x]/I) #NA (K[y]/J).
By Proposition 9, the Segre product itself also arises in this way. If L has a generating
set A satisfying (∗), then any L-graded ring has a total grading with values in N. If R
and S are generated in degree one, then, by Lemma 8, a canonical choice of generators
for the toric fiber product consists of the degree one elements.
Remark 10. According to [6, Theorem 3.1], if the ideals I, J can be written as intersec-
tions I =
⋂
i Ii and J =
⋂
j Jj, then I×AJ =
⋂
i
⋂
j Ii×AJj. If all ideals Ii and Jj are geo-
metrically primary, then Ii×AJj is also geometrically primary, and I×AJ =
⋂
i
⋂
j Ii×AJj
is a (possibly redundant) primary decomposition.
A primary decomposition of the Segre product can be obtained similarly. In the con-
struction of Proposition 9, if I is (geometrically) primary, then I ′ is also (geometrically)
primary. Therefore, decompositions I =
⋂
i Ii and J =
⋂
j Jj into geometrically primary
ideals yield decompositions I ′ =
⋂
i I
′
i and J
′ =
⋂
j J
′
j and thus a primary decomposition
I ′×AJ ′ =
⋂
i
⋂
j I
′
i×AJ ′j. Proposition 9 and its proof show that I ′×AJ ′ is a defining ideal
of R#NA S and that I ′i ×A J ′j is a defining ideal of (K[x]/Ii) #NA (K[y]/Jj). In this sense,
the Segre product preserves primary decompositions into geometrically primary ideals.
The two decompositions I ×A J =
⋂
i
⋂
j Ii ×A Ji and I ′ ×A J ′ =
⋂
i
⋂
j I
′
i ×A J ′j have
the same number of components. As discussed in [6], these decompositions may contain
redundant components, even if the original decompositions of I and J are not redundant.
Therefore, irredundant primary decompositions of the toric fiber product and the Segre
product may have different numbers of components. In fact, toric fiber products of
different ideals with isomorphic quotient rings may have primary decompositions with
different numbers of components:
Example 11. Let d = 3, A = (1, 1, 1) and dα = 1 = d′α for α = 1, 2, 3. Consider the
ideals
I1 = 〈x1〉, I2 = 〈x2〉, J = 〈y1y3〉.
The graded rings R1 := K[x1, x2, x3]/I1 and R2 := K[x1, x2, x3]/I2 are isomorphic. The
ideals I1 and I2 are prime, and the primary decomposition of J is J = 〈y1〉 ∩ 〈y3〉. As in
Example 3, the toric fiber product corresponds to the sum of the ideals, and so
I1 ×A J = 〈z1〉, I2 ×A J = 〈z2, z1z3〉.
In particular, one toric fiber product is prime, while the other has a nontrivial primary
decomposition. By Example 6, the two Segre products R1 #NA S and R2 #NA S, where
S = K[y]/J , are isomorphic to
K[z22, z33, z21, z23, z31, z32]/〈z2βz3β′ − z2β′z3β, zα1zα′3 : β, β′ ∈ {1, 2, 3}, α, α′ ∈ {2, 3}〉.
The defining ideal of the Segre product has two primary components.
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Remark 12. If I and J are toric ideals, then Theorem 4.12 in [6] shows how to compute
a generating set of I×A J from particular generating sets F1 ⊂ I and F2 ⊂ J that satisfy
a compatibility property, called compatible projection property. In principle, this theorem
can be used together with Proposition 9 to compute a generating set of the defining ideal
of the Segre product. From the definitions of I ′ and J ′ it is direct how to construct
generating sets F ′1 ⊂ I ′ and F ′2 ⊂ J ′. Unfortunately, F ′1 and F ′2 usually do not satisfy
the compatible projection property, even if F1 and F2 have this property.
4. The neutral elements of toric fiber products and Segre products
For fixed A both the toric fiber product and the Segre product are associative and
commutative (up to natural isomorphisms). The next two lemmas show that the toric
ideal
IA = 〈xc+ − xc− : c+ − c− ∈ kerZA〉 ⊆ K[x1, . . . , xd]
is the neutral element of the toric fiber product, and the quotient RA = K[x1, . . . , xd]/IA is
the neutral element of the Segre product. Here, xc
+
is shorthand for
∏d
α=1(x
α)c
+
α . Hence,
the two constructions turn the set of all NA-graded rings and the set of all NA-graded
ideals into commutative monoids.
Lemma 13. The ring RA satisfies RA #NA S ∼= S for all NA-graded rings S.
Proof. By definition of IA, the homogeneous component (RA)a is one-dimensional for
all a ∈ NA. Therefore, Sa ∼= (RA)a ⊗ Sa for all a ∈ NA, and thus S ∼= RA #NA S. 
Lemma 14. Let IA be the toric ideal defined by A. Let J ⊂ K[y] be any NA-graded ideal.
Then IA ×A J ∼= J .
Proof. Under the assumptions of the lemma, the index β can take only one value (d′α = 1),
so it can be omitted in the following. Let φ : K[z]→ K[x, y]/IA ∼= RA⊗K[y], zαγ 7→ xα⊗yαγ
be the natural homomorphism and ψ : K[z] → K[y] the natural isomorphism. We need
to show that φ−1(J(RA ⊗K[y])) = ψ−1(J).
Let f ∈ ψ−1(J) be a homogeneous element of degree a ∈ NA. Then φ(f) = ma⊗ f(y),
where ma is the unique standard monomial of RA of degree a. In particular, φ(f) ∈
J(RA ⊗ K[y]), and thus ψ−1(J) ⊆ φ−1(J(RA ⊗ K[y])). Conversely, any element in the
image of φ is of the form g =
∑
a∈NAma ⊗ fa(y), where fa is a polynomial in K[y] (and
where all but a finite number of terms vanish in this sum). Now, g ∈ J(RA ⊗ K[y])
if and only if fa ∈ J for all a ∈ NA. In this case g = φ(ψ−1(
∑
a f)), showing that
φ−1(J(RA ⊗K[y])) ⊆ ψ−1(J). 
5. Affine monoid rings and toric ideals
Each vector configuration B = (bαβ)α∈[d],β∈[dα] ⊂ Zh1 defines a toric ideal
I = IB = 〈xc+ − xc− : c+ − c− ∈ kerZ B〉 ⊆ K[x]
which presents the affine monoid ring K[NB] ∼= K[x]/IB. Many algebraic properties
of affine monoid rings and toric ideals are combinatorial—they can be translated into
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combinatorial properties of the affine monoid. Corresponding properties of affine monoid
rings and toric ideals are usually given the same name; and it is then a theorem to see
that an affine monoid L has a property if and only if K[L] has the ring property with the
same name. See [1, Theorem 4.42] for a very general version of this correspondence. For
instance, this works for the following definitions:
Definition 15. If L ⊂ K are affine monoids, then L is integrally closed in K if it is equal
to its integral closure {l ∈ K : nl ∈ L, n ∈ N+} in K. An affine monoid L is normal if it
is integrally closed in its universal group gp(L).
The statements of Sections 2 and 3 have combinatorial formulations too. To see them,
we first combinatorialize the product setup. Let C = (cαγ )α∈[d],γ∈[dα] ⊂ Zh2 be another
integer vector configuration with toric ideal IC ⊂ K[y]. Then I = IB and J = IC are
NA-homogeneous, if and only if there exist matrices B,C such that aα = Bbαβ = Ccαγ for
all α, β, γ. As shown in [6], the toric fiber product of I and J is the toric ideal of the
vector configuration
B ×A C =
((
bαβ
cαγ
)
∈ Zh1+h2
)
α∈[d],β∈[dα],γ∈[d′α]
.
For toric ideals the construction of Proposition 9 works as follows: Let G be a Graver
basis of A. For any g ∈ G and any pair of Graver index sequences β,γ for g let
ag =
∑
i
aαi =
∑
j
aα
′
j , bgβ =
∑
i
bαiβi and c
g
γ =
∑
j
c
α′j
γj ,
and consider the vector configurations A′ = A ∪ (ag)g∈G, B′ = B ∪ (bgβ)g∈G,β and C ′ =
C ∪ (cgγ)g∈G,γ (here, the symbol ∪ denotes the union of indexed multi-sets, i.e. the same
vector may appear multiple times in the same vector configuration; cf. Remark 17). Then
ag = Bbgβ = Cc
g
γ , and the toric ideals IB′ and IC′ can be used as the ideals I
′ and J ′ in
Proposition 9. Therefore, the Segre product K[NB] #NA K[NC] can be presented by the
toric ideal of the vector configuration B′ ×A′ C ′.
Corollary 16. The Segre product of affine monoid rings is an affine monoid ring.
Proof. If IB and IC are presenting toric ideals, then the toric fiber product of IB′ and IC′
above presents the Segre product by Proposition 9. 
Remark 17. When applying Proposition 9, there are usually several natural choices for
A′, I ′ and J ′. For example, A′ may contain duplicate vectors. While it is possible to
remove those, this will typically lead to a larger fiber product B′ ×A′ C ′. The reason is
that B′×A′ C ′ contains one vector for each pair of vectors from B′ and C ′ having the same
degree in A′. If vectors in A′ are identified, then the number of pairs grows. This effect
is illustrated in Section 6.3.
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By construction the vector configuration B ×A C is a sub-configuration of B′ ×A′ C ′.
The elements of B×A C are simple columns. For any pair of Graver index sequences β,γ
the vector
mgβ,γ =
(
bgβ
cgγ
)
is a Graver column. In other words, the Graver columns are the elements of B′ ×A′ C ′ \
B×AC. Some Graver columns correspond to redundant Graver generators. The following
two lemmas give easy criteria for this.
Lemma 18. Let G be the Graver basis of A, and let β,γ be a pair of Graver index
sequences for some g ∈ G.
• M gβ,γ is a product of simple generators if and only if mgβ,γ is a non-negative integral
combination of the simple columns.
• If there exists a Graver index sequence β′ for −g such that bgβ = b−gβ′ , then the
Graver generator M
g
β,γ is a product of simple generators.
Proof. The first statement translates the fact that an algebra generator of the affine
monoid ring RB #NA RC is redundant if and only if its exponent vector is redundant as
a monoid generator. The assumptions of the second statement imply cgγ =
∑m
j=1 c
α′j
γj and
bgβ = b
−g
β′ =
∑m
j=1 b
α′j
β′j
. Therefore,
mgβ,γ =
(
bgβ
cgγ
)
=
m∑
j=1
bα′jβ′j
c
α′j
γj
 ,
and so the second statement follows from the first. 
By Serre’s criterion and [12, Theorem 6], if K is perfect, then the tensor product of
integrally closed K-algebras is integrally closed. By [6, Lemma 2.6], the Segre product
inherits this property, since it is a direct summand in the tensor product. In contrast,
the toric fiber product does not preserve normality in general. Assume that R⊗ S is an
integral domain. Then the integral closure of K[z]/(I ×A J) is a subring of R#NA S. We
may ask when R#NA S equals the integral closure of K[z]/(I ×A J). Two things need to
be checked:
(1) Every Graver generator lies in the field of fractions of K[z]/(I ×A J).
(2) Every Graver generator is integral over K[z]/(I ×A J).
From a geometric point of view, the first statement says that Spec(R #NA S) is a dense
subvariety of Spec(K[z]/(I ×A J)), while the second statement says that the natural in-
clusion K[z]/(I×AJ)→ R#NAS induces a finite map of affine schemes. If one of these two
statements holds, then the dimensions of Spec(K[z]/(I ×A J)) and Spec(R#NA S) agree.
In general, this need not be the case, see Example 3. The next two lemmas give criteria
for these two statements to hold in the case of toric fiber products of toric ideals. The
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proofs follow from standard arguments from the correspondence between affine monoid
rings and affine monoids.
Lemma 19. Let IB and IC be toric ideals. The Graver generator M
g
β,γ is integral over
K[z]/(I ×A J) if and only if mgβ,γ is a non-negative rational linear combination of the
simple columns.
Proof. An integral relation of the Graver generatorM can be taken to be of the formM
n
=
M
′
, where M
′
is a product of simple generators (this holds more generally for any mono-
mial, see [10, §1.4 and Corollary 2.3.7]). Such a relation is equivalent to the statement
that nmgβ,γ is a non-negative integral linear combination of the simple columns. 
Lemma 20. Let IB and IC be toric ideals. The Graver generator M
g
β,γ lies in the field
of fractions of K[z]/(IB ×A IC) if and only if the Graver column mgβ,γ can be written as
an integral combination (not necessarily non-negative) of the simple columns.
Proof. M
g
β,γ lies in the field of fractions of R #NA S if and only if there exist M,M
′ ∈
R #NA S with M
g
β,γ ·M ′ = M . As in the proof of Lemma 19, M and M ′ can be taken
to be products of simple generators themselves. The statement follows by passing to the
exponent vectors. 
6. Examples
6.1. Products of Veronese ideals over Veronese monoids. Fix k > 0 and n > 0.
For any multi-index ι = (ι1, . . . , ιk) of size |ι| = k with ιi ∈ [n] let vι =
∑k
i=1 eιi ∈ Zn be
the sum of the unit vectors eι1 , . . . , eιk . Let
Vk,n = {vι : |ι| = k, ιi ∈ [n]}
be the configuration of all non-negative integer vectors v ∈ Nn0 with
∑n
i=1 vi = k. The
toric variety of the toric ideal Ik,n := IVk,n is the Veronese variety of degree k in n
variables.
Fix k > 0, and let n1 > 1, and consider a partition [n1] = N1∪˙ . . . ∪˙Nn0 into n0 > 1
(disjoint) blocks. Such a partition defines a natural map p1 : [n1] → [n0] such that
x ∈ Np1(x) for all x ∈ [n1]. This map extends to a linear map Zn1 → Zn0 by sending the
ith unit vector to the p1(i)th unit vector, and this map is denoted by the same symbol.
Note that p1 sends each vector in Vk,n1 to a vector in Vk,n0 . Therefore, p1 induces an
NVk,n0-grading under which the toric ideal Ik,n1 is homogeneous.
Proposition 21. Consider an NVk,n0-graded polynomial ring K[y] where the degrees of
the variables belong to Vk,n0, and let J be a homogeneous ideal. Then the toric fiber
product Ik,n1 ×Vk,n0 J is a defining ideal of the corresponding Segre product.
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Proof. We want to apply Lemma 18 as follows: Any Graver basis element g (in fact, any
kernel element) corresponds to a non-negative vector vg ∈ Zn0 and two different ways of
writing vg as a sum of k-tuples of unit-vectors. The vector b
g
β arises from vg by replacing
each unit vector ei, with i ∈ [n0], by some ej with j ∈ [n1] satisfying p1(ej) = e1. The
crucial point is that the k-tuples can be re-arranged such that bgβ can be written in the
form b−g
β′ . The technical details are as follows:
Let G be the Graver basis of Vk,n0 , and let g ∈ G. By definition, g ∈ kerVk,n0 , and so
vg :=
∑
ι:gι>0
gιvι = −
∑
ι:gι<0
gιvι. Let β,γ be a pair of Graver index sequences for g.
The vector bgβ satisfies p1(b
g
β) = vg. Denote by m the sum of the positive entries of g.
Since all vectors vι ∈ Vk,n0 satisfy
∑n0
i=1(vι)i = k, the sum of the negative entries of g
equals −m.
Write vg =
∑m
j=1 vα′j , where each α
′
j = (ιj,1, . . . , ιj,k) is a multi-index of size k and
where α′ = (α′1, . . . , α
′
m) is the multi-index associated with g, as in Section 2. Note that
β = (β1, . . . , βm) also consists of multi-indices βj = (λj,1, . . . , λj,k) in such a way that
λj,i ∈ [n1] and p1(λj,i) = ιj,i.
Define a map κ : [m]× [k]→ [n1] iteratively as follows:
κ(j, i) = min
{{λj′,i′ : p1(λj′,i′) = ιj,i} \ {κj′,i′ : kj′ + i′ < kj + i}}
= min
{{λj′,i′ : p1(λj′,i′) = ιj,i} \ {κj′,i′ : kj′ + i′ < kj + i, p1(κj′,i′) = ιj,i}},
where the symbol \ denotes the difference of multi-sets. The second line shows that κ
is well-defined: By the recursive definition, the cardinality of {κj′,i′ : kj′ + i′ < kj +
i, p1(κj′,i′) = ιj,1} is strictly less than the cardinality of {λj′,i′ : p1(λj′,i′) = ιj,i}, and hence
the difference of multi-sets inside the minimum can never be empty.
Let β′j = (κ(j, 1), . . . , κ(j, k)) and β
′ = (β′1, . . . , β
′
m). The claim is that β
′ is a Graver
index sequence for −g, and that bgβ = b−gβ′ . The first claim follows since p1(κj,i) = ιj,i
and p1(vβ′j) = vα′j . To prove the second claim, observe that the two multi-sets {κ(j, i) :
j = 1, . . . ,m, i = 1, . . . , k} and {λj,i : j = 1, . . . ,m, i = 1, . . . , k} are identical, and hence
bgβ =
m∑
j=1
vβj =
m∑
j=1
k∑
i=1
eλj,i =
m∑
j=1
k∑
i=1
eκ(j,i) =
m∑
j=1
vβ′j = b
−g
β′ .
The statement of the proposition now follows from Lemma 18. 
Corollary 22. Iterated toric fiber products of Veronese ideals over Veronese monoids
(using partitions to define the common gradings) are normal.
Proof. The statement follows by induction on the number of factors. By Proposition 21,
the toric fiber product with a Veronese ideals is the defining ideal of a Segre product, and
the Segre product preserves normality. 
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6.2. The toric fiber product does not preserve normality. The question of nor-
mality of toric fiber products arises in algebraic statistics. Knowing that the semigroup of
possible margins of a hierarchical model for contingency table is normal can significantly
simplify the statistical analysis [3, 11]. In [9] Sullivant shows that a binary graph model—
a certain hierarchical model defined for an undirected graph G—is normal if and only if
G is free of K4 minors. Since gluing graphs corresponds to taking toric fiber products [6,
Section 5], we can produce non-normal toric fiber products of normal ideals. These ideals
are usually in many variables. Here we give a much smaller example.
Let
A =
(
2 0 1
0 2 1
)
.
Then a1 + a2 = 2a3. Therefore, codim(A) = 1, and kerZA is generated by h = (1, 1,−2).
Consider the rings K[x] = K[x11, x12, x2, x3] and K[y] = K[y11, y12, y21, y22, y3] and the ideals
I = 〈x12x2 − (x3)2〉 and J = 〈(y3)4 − y11y12y21y22〉. In fact, I = IB and J = IC are the toric
ideals of the two matrices
B =
0 2 0 10 0 2 1
1 0 0 0
 , C =

4 0 0 0 1
0 4 0 0 1
0 0 4 0 1
0 0 0 4 1
 .
As can be seen from the defining equations, both I and J are NA-homogeneous with
respect to the grading determined by the superscripted indices. This also follows from
the equalities
A =
(
1 0 2
0 1 0
)
B = 1
2
(
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
)
C
Moreover, the two rings R = K[x]/I and S = K[y]/J are normal.
There are six Graver generators of R #NA S:
Mβ = x
1
βx
2 ⊗ (y3)2, Mγ,γ′ = (x3)2 ⊗ y1γy2γ′ .
The generator M1 lies in the Segre product R#NA S, but not in K[z]/(I ×A J). This can
be seen, for example, from Lemma 18. All other Graver generators are, in fact, redundant.
The square
(M1)
2 = (x11)
2(x2)2⊗ (y3)4 = (x11)2(x2)2⊗ y11y12y21y22 = (x11⊗ y11)(x11⊗ y12)(x2⊗ y21)(x2⊗ y22)
lies in K[z]/(I ×A J). Therefore, M1 is integral over K[z]/(I ×A J). Moreover,
M1 · (x12 ⊗ y11) = x11x12x2 ⊗ y11(y3)2 = x11(x3)2 ⊗ y11(y3)2 = (x11 ⊗ y11)(x3 ⊗ y3)2
lies in K[z]/(I ×A J), and so M1 belongs to the total ring of fractions of K[z]/(I ×A J).
Hence the toric fiber product K[z]/(I ×A J) is not normal. By Lemmas 19 and 20, the
normalization of K[z]/(I ×A J) equals the Segre product R #NA S.
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6.3. A hierarchical model. In this section we compute the products of two hierarchical
models to illustrate the construction of Proposition 9. In the notation of [6], the two ideals
I and J are the toric ideals describing the hierarchical models of the simplicial complexes
ΓI = [13][23] and ΓJ = [14][24]. The toric fiber product is then the toric ideal of the
hierarchical model of the simplicial complex ΓI×AJ = [13][23][14][24]. We do not explain
this notation here, since it is not needed to understand the example.
Let
A =
1 1 1 11 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
 ,
and assume dα = d
′
α = 2 for all α, α
′ ∈ [d] = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The codimension of A is one,
and kerZA is generated (as a lattice) by the single vector h = (1,−1,−1, 1). A minimal
Graver basis is G = {±h}.
The two ideals
I = 〈x1βx4β − x2βx3β : β = 1, 2〉
J = 〈y1γy4γ − y2γy3γ : γ = 1, 2〉
are NA-homogeneous. In fact, both I and J are isomorphic to the toric ideal of the
matrix
B =

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

The toric fiber product ring K[z]/(I ×A J) is generated by the sixteen simple generators
xαβ ⊗ yαγ , for all α, β, γ.
There are 32 Graver monomials
x1β1x
4
β2
⊗ y2γ1y3γ2 and x2β1x3β2 ⊗ y1γ1y4γ2 .
However, the relations in the ideals I and J imply that the corresponding Graver gen-
erators are not independent: Namely, all Graver generators with β1 = β2 or γ1 = γ2
are, in fact, products of the simple generators. In total, the Segre product R #NA S is
generated by the sixteen simple generators and the eight Graver generators with β1 6= β2
and γ1 6= γ2. Using Lemmas 19 and 20 one can show that these eight Graver generators
are not integral over K[z]/(I ×A J); but they lie in the field of fractions of K[z]/(I ×A J):
In fact,
(x1β1x
4
β2
⊗ y2γ1y3γ2) · (x1β2 ⊗ y11) = x1β1x2β2x3β2 ⊗ y11y2γ1y3γ2 ,
(x2β1x
3
β2
⊗ y1γ1y4γ2) · (x2β2 ⊗ y21) = x2β1x1β2x4β2 ⊗ y21y1γ1y4γ2 .
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The construction of Proposition 9 yields
A′ =
1 1 1 11 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2
1 1
1 1
 ,
where the last two columns correspond to ±h. Moreover,
K[x, u] = K[x][uhβ1,β2 , u
−h
β1,β2
: β1, β2 = 1, 2],(1a)
K[y, v] = K[y][vhγ1,γ2 , v
−h
γ1,γ2
: γ1, γ2 = 1, 2],(1b)
I ′ = IK[x, u] + 〈uhβ1,β2 − x1β1x4β2 , u−hβ1,β2 − x2β1x3β2 : β1, β2 = 1, 2〉,(1c)
J ′ = IK[y, v] + 〈vhγ1,γ2 − y2γ1y3γ2 , v−hγ1,γ2 − y1γ1y4γ2 : γ1, γ2 = 1, 2〉.(1d)
In fact, using the defining relations of I and J it is possible to simplify the construction
by removing the generators u±hβ1,β2 and v
±h
γ1,γ2
with β1 = β2 and γ1 = γ2. Therefore, we
may additionally require β1 6= β2 in (1a) to (1d). Hence I ′ and J ′ are isomorphic to the
toric ideal of the matrix
B′ =

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2
1 0
0 1
0 1
1 0
0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 2
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
1 0
 .
The two additional blocks correspond to ±h.
For each α = 1, . . . , 6 there are two variables in K[x, u] resp. K[y, v] of degree aα, where
aα denotes the αth column of A′. Therefore, the toric fiber product of I ′ and J ′ is a toric
ideal in 2 · 2 · 6 = 24 variables with matrix
B′ ×A′ B′ =

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

,
while the toric fiber product of I and J is a toric ideal in 2 · 2 · 4 = 16 variables.
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In this construction it is possible to choose a smaller matrix A′ by identifying the
last two columns of A′. However, this leads to a larger polynomial ring K[z′′] and thus
enlarges the toric fiber product ideal, since in this case there are more pairs (u±hβ1,β2 , v
±h
γ1,γ2
)
of variables of K[x, u] and K[y, v] that have the same degree. In fact, in this example the
toric fiber product of I ′ and J ′ over the matrix
A′′ =
1 1 1 11 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
1
1
 ,
is a toric ideal in 2 · 2 · 4 + 4 · 4 = 32 variables. Of course,
K[z′′]/(I ′ ×A′′ J ′) ∼= K[z′]/(I ′ ×A′ J ′) ∼= (K[x]/I) #NA′ (K[y]/J).
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